
Best case: 9500/10000 7340/6400

Stocks Ltp %Chg S2 S1 PV R1 R2 Bias %gain/loss

UPL 262.05 3.30 235 249 263 276.2 290.4 6.56

SUNTV 294.65 4.78 275 285 293 303 311 6.36

APEX 148.05 1.96 121 134 146 159 171 1.58

DEEPAKNTR 336.15 3.70 272 304 346 378 420 0.00

3.63

 

Near term scenario Worst case:

Traders' corner

Note: The rationale mentioned above are valid for the day only. Kindly use them accordingly.

Yesterday's picks

Doji candle, MACD exhaustion.

Pinbar doji, MACD exhaustion.

Pinbar doji, MACD exhaustion.

Inside bar doji candle, MACD exhaustion.
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Nifty Outlook:

Despite yesterday's sharp rise from the day's
lows, all Nifty could manage in the end was a
Doji, This is not a bullish reversal yet, but hints
that a mean reversion move is being attempted
aiming 8400-9000. However, for this to
materialize, a strong close above 8000 is
required, and until then, the 7340-6140 move
would continue to be in play.

Asian markets are trading positive
with Nikkei up over 5% tracking
overnight gains in U.S. as investors
await stimulus.

U.S. markets closed with significant
gains as investors grew more optimistic
as they awaited big stimulus
announcement from law makers.

European markets closed significantly
higher reacting to the recent Fed's
stimulus announcement.

Oil prices gained yesterday on hopes
that U.S. may soon reach a deal on a
$2 trillion coronavirus aid package to
support economy.

Gold price rose to two week high
lifted by sentiment as investors
expect a big aid package
announcement by U.S. law makers.

Dollar slowed its decline as fresh
coronavirus cases rose across the
globe keeping investors on the edge.

Addressing the nation for the second
time in a week, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has announced a 21-day national
lockdown starting midnight today in the
wake of coronavirus outbreak in the
country. Over 30 states and Union
Territories have already imposed state-
wide curfew and lockdowns.

PM ANNOUNCES 21 DAY 
NATIONWIDE SHUTDOWN

Finance minister announced a slew of
measures for extension of statutory and
regulatory compliances in view of
the coronavirus pandemic spreading its
wings and impacting the economy.
Allaying fears that there is
no economic emergency in the country,
FM said that the Economic Task Force will
soon announce an economic relief
package to deal with the impact of the
coronavirus pandemic on the economy.

FM EASES REGULATORY 
COMPLIANCES

Facebook Inc. is in talks to buy a stake in
Mukesh Ambani’s Reliance Jio Infocomm
Ltd. to expand its footprint in India,
Financial Times newspaper reported
citing two people privy to the
discussion...

FACEBOOK EYEING STAKE IN 
RELIANCE JIO

T

Private equity firm KKR-backed India Grid
Trust (IndiGrid), on Tuesday announced
the acquisition of a transmission asset,
East North Interconnection Company
Limited (ENICL), from Sterlite Power at a
value of $134 million. With this
acquisition, IndiGrid’s AUM will increase
by 10% to $1.6 billion. IndiGrid’s asset
portfolio will increase to nine power
transmission projects, with a total
network of 20 power transmission lines
spanning across more than 5,800 circuit
kilometres across 13 Indian states.

INDIAGRID TRUST ACQUIRES 
ENICL

Moody''s Investors Service on Tuesday
downgraded state-owned Oil and Natural
Gas Corporation''s (ONGC) rating owing to
the uncertain oil price environment,
depleting cash reserves of the
government and government guidelines
constraining its ability to lower
dividends.

MOODY'S DOWNGRADES ONGC

The central government has initiated a
process to release nearly Rs 52,000 crore
as a short-term relief to construction
workers across the country. The widening
local spread of the coronavirus and
lockdowns announced across a number of
key states have brought construction
activity to a halt, hurting daily wage
earners who work in the sector.

CENTRE ADVISES STATES TO 
RELEASE 52000CR

Headlines News



Pivots
LTP %Chg S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2

7801.05 2.51 7257 7529 7783 8055 8309

17107.3 1.12 15297 16202 17022 17927 18747

236.5 13.81 203 220 229 246 255

1536 2.51 1384 1460 1529 1605 1674

304.8 -1.25 265 285 311 331 358

1969.1 1.73 1669 1819 1939 2088 2208

4600 -0.46 3694 4147 4613 5067 5533

2511 10.80 1931 2221 2395 2685 2859

411.55 1.03 379 395 417 433 454

268 -0.50 237 252 268 283 299

379.5 1.13 350 365 387 402 424

129 0.90 120 125 130 134 139

2880 4.03 2721 2801 2880 2960 3039

14150 3.24 13520 13835 14195 14510 14870

77.7 -0.38 71 74 78 82 86

400 -7.67 352 376 417 441 482

449 7.64 393 421 440 468 487

1504.35 -1.08 1366 1435 1543 1612 1719

774.8 0.42 703 739 775 810 846

1618 0.12 1337 1477 1616 1756 1895

89 1.25 80 84 90 94 99

185.95 1.17 171 178 186 194 201

2011 7.56 1863 1937 2004 2078 2145

91.4 -5.04 77 84 95 102 113

298.55 5.12 254 276 291 313 327

313.6 -6.79 179 246 303 371 428

140 -2.37 121 130 141 150 160

600 13.97 495 548 574 627 654

79.75 -1.24 74 77 80 83 87

151 -2.14 138 144 154 161 170

148 2.49 133 141 148 155 162

1178.65 7.32 991 1085 1135 1229 1279

710 -1.94 629 669 713 753 796

270 -7.98 236 253 281 298 327

4545 7.69 3842 4193 4382 4733 4922

78.4 2.62 73 76 78 80 82

62.7 3.81 58 60 63 65 67

148.8 -2.75 139 144 150 156 162

946 7.01 863 905 937 979 1011

185.4 2.09 165 175 184 194 202

334 2.93 319 327 337 345 355

68.95 4.15 60 64 68 72 76

29.5 -2.80 28 29 30 31 32

1699.95 1.81 1564 1632 1701 1769 1838

498 2.22 459 479 506 526 553

828 3.38 665 747 802 884 939

3030 -0.81 2808 2919 3078 3189 3348

263 3.30 236 249 263 277 291

63.5 1.36 59 61 65 67 71

178.25 4.76 162 170 176 184 190

35.2 -11.45 29 32 38 41 47
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Economic Calendar

1 Mar, Sunday

� India individual vehicle sales - Feb
� IHS Markit India manufacturing PMI -

Feb
� US/China/Japan/ Eurozone/UK 

manufacturing PMI - Feb

2 Mar, Monday

� UK construction PMI - Feb
� API weekly report - Feb 28
� EA unemployment rate - Jan/ 

inflation - Feb

3 Mar, Tuesday

� IHS Markit India services PMI - Feb
� US/China/Japan/ Eurozone/UK 

services PMI - Feb
� EIA weekly oil report - Feb 28

4 Mar, Wednesday

� US beige book
� US initial & continuing jobless 

claims
� BoE Gov Carney Speech

5 Mar, Thursday

� US nonfarm Payrolls - Feb
� US Baker Hughes oil rig count

6 Mar, Friday

� SIAM auto sales (Mar 07-12)
� China trade balance

7 Mar, Saturday 8 Mar, Sunday

� IEA monthly report
� Japan GDP growth Q4

9 Mar, Monday

� Opec monthly report
� EIA weekly oil report - Mar 06
� UK IIP/ trade balance/GDP - Jan
� US inflation rate - Feb
� US monthly budget statement -

Feb

11 Mar, 

� India IIP - Jan
� India CPI - Feb
� US initial & continuing jobless claims
� ECB interest rate decision meeting

12 Mar, Thursday

� China vehicle sales/ FDI- Feb
� RBI FX reserves - Mar/06
� US Baker Hughes rig count

13 Mar, Friday 14 Mar, Saturday

� Germany - regional elections

15 Mar, Sunday

� India WPI - Feb
� China retail sales/ IIP  Jan-Feb

16 Mar, Monday

� API weekly report - Mar  13
� Fed interest rate decision meeting 

(Mar 17-18)
� UK employment change - Dec
� US retail sales/ IIP- Feb
� US JOLTs job openings -Jan

17 Mar, Tuesday

� EIA weekly oil report - Mar 13
� BoJ interest rate decision meeting 

(Mar 18-19)
� Japan trade balance - Feb
� EA core/inflation - Feb

18 Mar, 

� EA current account - Jan
� RBI FX reserves data
� US Baker Hughes oil rig count

20 Mar, Friday

21 Mar, Saturday 22 Mar, Sunday 23 Mar, Monday

� API weekly report - Mar 20
� US/Japan/ EA/ UK manufacturing 

PMI Flash - Mar
� BoE FPC statement

24 Mar, Tuesday

� EIA weekly oil report - Mar 20
� BoJ monetary policy meeting 

minutes
� UK inflation - Feb

25Mar, Wednesday

� EIA oil monthly report
� BoE interest rate decision 

meeting 
� UK retail sales - Feb.
� US initial & continuing jobless 

claims

26 Mar, Thursday

� API weekly report - Feb 06
� China inflation rate - Feb
� EA GDP Q4
� India trade balance - (Mar 10-16)

10 Mar, Tuesday

� API monthly oil report - Feb
� Japan Inflation - Feb
� US initial & continuing jobless 

claims

19 Mar, Thursday

� China industrial Profits - Feb
� RBI FX reserves data
� US Baker Hughes rig count

27 Mar, Friday 28 Mar, Saturday 29 Mar, Sunday

� EA consumer confidence - Mar
� US pending home sales - Feb

30 Mar, Monday



Product basket : Technical and Derivatives Research

CHARACTERISTICS FREQUENCY

Tency N. Kurien

Multi legged option strategies are best suited for volatile and uncertain conditions especially 

ahead of events, earnings, etc. They are also ideal for generating small, but consistent 

incomes without worrying about direction.

5 days

All our technical & derivative research recommendations can be seen and traded in SELFIE, our trading platform. You may benefit from these research products even further, by utilising 

leverage facilities like MTF, BTST, Intraday etc. To know more about the same, kindly contact your nearest Geojit branch. 

Technical & Derivative Research

Chief Market StategistAnand James, CFTe

BTST/STBT

4-8 per month

1-5 days

OPTION STRATEGY Till expiry

Suited for those with higher risk appetite, who are looking to gain more from the� underlying’s 

(stock/index) move. 
FUTURE

Naked options are best ploy to make use of sudden price spurts, but also brilliant in making 

use of time decay, especially on approach of expiry. 

4-8 per month

1-3 per day

10-15 per day

EQUITY

SHORT TERM

The aim is to capture a minimum of 1% move. All those recommendations that do not hit the 

target or stop loss are advised to be closed out at 3 10 pm.

Uses classical technical studies to deliver moves that takes a while to mature. However, they 

are less volatile than BTST or intraday products, are directional and have the potential to be 

multibaggers. 

At times, some of the price moves do not mature fully during the day. Such set ups are best 

played by entering in the second half of the day with expectations of a momentum surge on 

the next day.

HOLDING PERIOD

BTST

Same dayINTRADAY

PRODUCT

DERIVATIVE

CASH

30 days

1 per day

FREQUENCY

OPTION

OPTIONS

1-2 per day

CHARACTERISTICSHOLDING PERIOD

Characteristics are similar to BTST product in Cash

FUTURE

Equity desk

AnalystAsa Ramachandran

Analyst

1-5 days 2-3 per day

PRODUCT

5 days
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